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AN APPROACH TO SOLVING MULTIPLE CRITERIA MACROECONOMIC

POLICY PROBLEMS AND AN APPLICATION

In this paper we propose an approach to solving mu1tip1e
criteria macroeconomic po1icy prob1ems. As an examp1e we
report how a given po1icy prob1em was solved by three
decision-makers using an existing econometric mode1.

1. Introduction

During the past few decades efforts have been made to deve10p

econometric mode1s for ana1yzing macroeconomic po1icy

prob1ems in severa1 countries. Typica1 po1icy prob1ems are,

for instance, whether and by how much different categories

of taxes and other income transfers shou1d be increased or

decreased, what kind of exchange rate po1icies shou1d be

fo11owed, etc. The va1ue of a simu1taneous equation econometric

mode1 1ies in the fact that it he1ps to account for the

complex interre1ationships existing among different variab1es

and sectors of the ecanomy. Once such a mode1 has been

constructed, a computer simu1ation approach can be used for

generating and comparing different a1ternative po1icies and

for choosing a po1icy considered to be the best among the

a1ternatives. This approach does not require ah exp1icit

preference function af the decision-maker, but his preferences

are imp1icit1y present in the se1ection of va1ues for the

target variables (see Tinbergen (14,15»).Computer simu1ation
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is , however , an inefficient method of finding the best policy

decisions and optimization models have been proposed as an

alternative for solving these problems. 1n the optimization

approach a preference function is optimized subject to a set

of constraints which represent economic interrelationships

among the variables and describe the possible values of the

instrument variables (= decision variables, parameter variables,

parameters). The purpose of the optimization process is to

select the best solution (in terms of an overall preference

function). from the set of feasible solutions.

Recent advances in multiple criteria optimization have made

it possible not to require explicit knowledge of the decision

maker's preference function in terms af the objectives prior

to solving the problem. 1nstead, as we shall demonstrate in

this paperi the decisian-make~'s preferences can be

identified by a procedure which simultaneously leads to

choosing an "optimal" solution. The practical value of an

optimization procedure depends, of course, on the ability

of the underlying model to describe the phenomena under studYr

i.e., the word optimum refers to the mathematical "play

process" and not necessarily to the "real process". In order

ta have a realistic formulation of a macroeconomic palicy

problem we have in the following resorted to an existing

econometric model developed by one af us. A further vers,ion

of this model is presently used by'the Research Institute Qf

the Finnish Ecanomy for analyzing and forecasting short-t,erm

fluctuations in the Finnish economy. Alineal' version of

this madel was modified into a linear optimization model
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involving multiple objectives by allowing eertain instrument

variables to vary within a feasible range eaeh. The problem

was further formulated so as to represent, at the time of

the experiments, an aetual deeision problem of the Finnish

eeonomy. The three deeision-makers partieipating in the

experiment were persons fae ed with the problem in practiee.

The paper eonsists of five seetions. In §l we have outlined

the problem. In §2 we deseribe some previous researeh on

the problem and propose an approaeh to solving multiple

eriteria maeroeconomie poliey problems. In §3 we deseribe

the problem representation and the underlying eeonometrie

model. In §4 we diseuss an attempt to apply the optimization

approaeh in praetiee. We eonelude the paper by diseussing
.-

some eurrent researeh in §5. A deseription of the model of

the Finnish eeonomy employed is given in an appendix ta

this paper.

2. Some Previous Researeh and the Multieriterion Optimization

Approach ta Maeroeeonomie Poliey Formulation

Let us assume that we have a linear maeroeeonomic model

with estimated deterministie equations of the struetural

form

y = ~y + ~x,
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where y is an n-vector of endogenous variables including

the target variables, and x 18 an m-vector of predetermined

(= lagged endogenous and exogenous) variables. The corresponding

reduced form is given by

/1.
TIX.

Usually the exogenous variables also include a number of

instrument variables which may take values from given

intervals

variables

a b a b[x., x.] ,x.<x .• For the other predetermined
1 1 1 1

x~=x~~ that is, their values are fixed and the
1 1

interval is reduced to a point. If the decision-maker had

an explicit preference function U(y) : ~n~lli defined on the

values of the endogenous variables (the values af sarne y.:S
1

may, af caurse, have no effect on the value af U, i.e., he

need not be directly interested in alI endagenous variables)

we would have a standard optimizatian problem

(A) Maximize U{y) = U{~x)

a b
subject ta xEX = [xl,xI]x .•.

a b
x[ x , x ].

m m

Assuming that U fulfilled certain regular~ty conditions

the problem cauld be solved by standard optimization methods.

However, difficulties arise because the preference function

is known seldom, if ever. In fact, even the existence of the

preference function, and at least its time invariance, can

be discussed.
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Several applications of linear progranuning to macroeconomic

policy problems have been reported. Among the first was the

study of Van Eijk and Sandee (17). A linear preference function

was constructed for the decision-maker by "imaginary intervievling"

and optimized subject to a set of econometric constraints.

Later applications have been reported by Eckaus and Parik

(2), Kornai (8) and MacEwari (9), among others. Effective

solution methods exist for linear programming problems and

a wide range of sensitivity analyses can be performed.

In the approach proposed by Theil (13) a quadratic preference

function allowing for decreasing marginal rates of substitution

between any two variables is constructed. A desirable

combination of target and instrument variable values is

specified by the decision-maker and the "closestll realizable

decision is found. Van den Bogaard and Theil (16) report on

an application to the United States economy.

Sp~vey and Tamura (12) criticize the assumptions of the

Theil procedure and propose an approach based on a variant

of linear progranuning for solving the problem. It permi:ts

both overattainment and underattainment of any target variable,

to be weighted either equally or differently in the preference

function. As an example they use Klein's Model 1 of the

United States economy (Klein (6».

Pindyck (10) and Livesey (7) formulate the macroeconomic

policy problem as a problem in optimal control theory and

demonstrate that optimal control theory can be used for

solving the problem and analyzing the dynamic properties of the

model.
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The approaches discussed above can alI be criticized on the

score of the assumption that the decision-maker is able to

construct an overall preference function earried over the

time period for which he is planning. Recent researeh in

multiple criteria deeision'-making suggests that this assumption

can be relaxed by using iterative proeedures if the decision-

maker is able to provide eertain loeal information about his

preferences at each eycle. Such approaches have been developed,

among others, by Geoffrion, Dyer and Feinberg (5) and Zionts

and Wallenius (231. Using either of the approaches a sequence

1 2 N.of target vectors y, {y/,y , .•. ,y }, lS generated, which the

decision-maker can influence in accordance with his preferences,

kA k k a b a bsuch that for alI kE {1, .•. ,N}: y=nx , x EX =[xl,xlJx ... x [xm,xmJ.

The process is terminated for some N, when the decision-maker

N N
does not want to change any eomponent of y . Such Y is called

N Athe optimal target vector, y =y, and it satisfies V k: l~k<N:

~tyk; that is, y is preferred to alternative solutions. If

certain assumptions concerning the stability and form of the

decision-maker's preference function U are made, it can

further be shown that this procedure leads to an optimum

solution of the maximization problem (A). For this to be true

the preference function need DOt be a linear function of the

instrument variables. It suffices that the relationship is

concave. As such formulation (A) is, of course, more general

than the linear programming formulation, which assumes that

we can estimate (e.g. by employing fictitious questions) the

decision-maker's preference function and that it is linear.

(A) is also more general than the approach proposed by Spivey

and Tamura (12).
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3. Problem Representation

1n this section we provide a brief description of the problem.

Asummary of the model employed is given in an appendix to

this paper and more detailed informa tion may be found :Ln

Vartia (18). The model is eonstructed using the Dutch short-

term annual model as a starting point and adapted ta the

cireumstanees prevailing in Finland (see e.g. Verdoorn,

Post and Goslinga (20}). As usual with short-term models,

the emphasis is on the demand side and' no explieit production

funetion is ineluded in the model. The model is based on

annua1 pereentage ehanges and eonsists of 12 behavioral

equations for the volumes and priees of the main expenditure

eategories, for imports, 1abor input, unemp10yment and the

wage rate. 1n addition, the model has a number of equations

defining other endogenous variables. The exogenous variables

of the model inelude usua1 poliey variables, sueh as ineidenee

of indirect taxes,' ineome transfers, publie expenditure and

ehanges in the exehange rate, whieh were taken as instrument,

variables for the problem. Monetary policy instruments have

not been incorporated in the mode1. The model has been

estimated using data for the years 1951-1970.

The eeonometric simulation model was expanded to an annual

optimization mode1 invo1ving multiple objectives by taking

some of the endogenous variables as target variables and by

allowing eertain instrument variables to vary within feasible
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bounds. For target variables we seleeted four traditiona1

aggregate variables re1ating to the internal and externa1

equilibrium of the eeonomy: the pereentage ehange in gross

domestic produet, unemp1oyment, the rate of inf1ation

(measured by consumer priees) and the ba1ance of trade. 1

Values for the lagged endogenous and fixed exogenous

variab1es were obtained from the latest "Eeonomie Prospects

in Finland", RIFE (3), and they refleet the situation in

the Finnish eeonomy at the time our experiments were earried outo

Bounds for the four instrument variables were determined

by uS. If the optimization rnode1 were used on a more permanent

basis, it wou1d be natural to 1et the deeision-maker himse1f

determine the bounds defining the set of feasible solutions.

In our study the volume of publie expenditure was a110wed

to deviate from the "most probable" va1ue (foreeast at the

time of the experiments in "Eeonomie Prospeets in Finland")

by ± 5 9,o , the ineidenee of indireet taxes and the tota1 ineome

transfers by ± 10 %; and a ehange in exchange rate from

- 2 % to 8 % was a1lowed.

4. An Applieation

4.1. Design af the Experiment

A linearized version of the mode1 presented in Vartia (18)

was rnodified in the manner deseribed above, so as to obtain

an optimization model, and this together with the Geoffrion
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method assuming a monotonic preference function and a linear

constraint set was implemented for the UNIVAC 1108 time

sharing system at the Helsinki School af Economics
2

. Some

parameter values of the model were 1ater changed so as ta

better reflect the current ecanomic situation3 .

The three decision-makers participating in the experi.ment

were 1) the Chief of the Bank Inspectorate, an ex-Cabinet Member,

2) the Deputy Managing Director of the Confederation of Finnish

Industries and 3} a Director af the Bank af Finland. The

purpose was ta evaluate the applicability of our approach

to macroeconomic policy formulation. Each of the decision-

makers was familiar with the general characteristics and

scope of the econometric model upon which the study is based.

We discussed various aspects and explained the major features

of our approach and the use of the method. After the starting

solution the decision-maker was expected to provide two kinds

of information at'each cycle concerning his preferences:

l),An estimate of his marginal rates af substitutian between

the abjectives determining the "best" direction of search.

2} Resolution of a step-size problem determining how much af

a change to make. For a more complete treatment of the method

the reader is referred to Geoffrion, Dyer and Feinberg (5).

In an earlier work one af us had discovered that the Geoffrian,

Dyer and Feinberg (5) method was relatively difficult to

use (see Wallenius (21)). This was why we decided to assist
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the decision-makers in several ways. A variant of the origina1

method designed to help the decision-makers to estimate

their marginal rates of substitution described in Dyer (1)

was implemented. We also presented the decision-makers with

a number of examples computed using different respanses

generated by us. Finally, we presented to the decision-

makers for their infarmatian the salutians obtained by a

ane-at-a-time aptimizatian of each objective (see Table 1).

4.2. Results af the Study

We initially pravide a brief description af the ecanomic

situatian in Finland at the time of our experiment. Finland

was ane of the few market ecanamies where production did not

decline during the recent deep international recessian(the

volume af GDP at market prices rose by 4.7 % in 1974 and

by 0.1 % in 1975) "and where the emplayment situatian remained

fa~rly gaod (the unemployment rate averaged 1.7 % in 1974

and 2.2 % in 1975). This was due ta the strong invest~ent

activity which was to a large extent financed with foreign

capital. As a consequence the country's forAign indebtedness

grew quickly and rose to about a fifth of the annual gross

domestic product by the end of 1975. Simultaneously the

sharp rise in commodity prices had amounted to an inflationary

impulse, which continued as a strong internal wage-price

spiral. The rate of inflation as measured by consumer prices

was 18 % in 1974 and 17.4 % in 1975, ,year-on-year.
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At the beginning af 1976 the continuing grawth af fareign

indebtedness was generally regarded as Finland's most

difficult prablem. 'ra achieve the central gaal af external

equilibrium, it was cansidered advisable ta strangly reduce

the rate af inflatian and thus ensure campetitiveness in

fareign trade - even at the cast af lower praductian and

higher unemplayment. Since the cantrolling af inflatian

was alsa necessary in itself,;nat many were in favar af

impraving price campetitiveness by altering the internatianal

value af the Finnish currency, as this wauld have affected

the rate af inflatian unfavarably. Maximizing the grawth

af the volume af grass damestic praduct and reducing

unemplayment by the fiscal palicy measures allawed by aur

instrument variables were in this situatian in direct canflict

with the minimizing af inflatian and the balance af trade

deficit. Changes in indirect taxatian cauld, hawever, have

been used effectively far reducing inflatian and it wauld

alsa have had same favarable effects on the level af ecanamic

activity but an unfavarable effect on the balance af trade.
<

The results af the test with actual decisian-makers facing

the palicy prablem described abave are given in Table 1.

We nate that two af them wanted the grass damestic praduct

ta grow from the preceding year, but the third was cantent

with a decrease in its value, since this enabled hirn ta

cansiderable reduce the trade deficit. The resulting

unemplayment rates represent in each case increases on the

previaus year's figure. The rates af inflatian chosen by
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the three persons were c10se to each other and not far from

the abso1ute minimum inf1ation achievab1e. The "optima1"

ba1ance of trade deficits varied considerab1y among the three

persons but promised in each case an improvement on the

preceding yearts Fmk 7.75 bi11ion.

Tab1e 1: Solution of the Model for 1976

Criteria1 )

\

Cycle GDP in- Inf1ation, Unemploy- Trade Defi-
crease, % % men t Ra te ,% cit, Bil-

lions Fmk.
(7.18) (8.16) (1.88) (1.21)

First Deci-
sion-Maker

1 -2.74 8.16 3.28 2.24
2 0.57 9.00 2.81 5.27
3 1.81 8.88 2.64 6.54

Second Deci-
sion-Maker

1 -2.74 8.16 3.28 2.24
2 -0.37 8.27 2.95 4.55
3 0.17 8.29 2.88 5.08

1

Third Deci-
sion-Maker

1 2.00 10.00 2.50 6.50
2 -1.39 8.69 3.06 3.46
3 -1. 39 8.69 3.06 3.46

1) "Utopian" solutions obtained with one-at-a-time
optimization are given in parentheses under each
criterion.

~ ~ -.1
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First Decision-Maker

The first decision-maker started from a solution impIying

the Iowest possible rate of infIation. In that case the

gross domestic product decreased considerably from the

preceding year and the unempIoyment rate rose by more than

one percentage point. To obtain this solution pubIic

expenditure, net income transfers to households and indirect

taxes ought to have been reduced and the currency (unit)

slightIy revaIued. As described above our method needs

information about the decision-maker's marginal rates of

substitution between a reference criterion (GDP in this

study) and the other objectives. To elicit this information

the decision-maker was asked questicns such as: "What percentage

decrease in GDP would exactIy eompensate for a unit deerease

in inflation ?" The decision-maker was wiIIing ta worsen

GDP by 0.5 unit in order to reduee infIation by I %. SimiIarIy,

his marginal rate of substitution between GDP and unempIoyment

was 1 and between GDP and balanee of trade defieit 0.75.,

These responses indieate the direction in which utiIity mostly

increases. Solutions along this direction were better in

terms of GDP and unemployment, but worse in terms of inflation

and the trade defieit than the starting solution. This alsa

meant increases in publie expenditure and ineome transfers,

decreases in indirect taxes and devaluation of the eurrency

(unit). The deeision-maker was willing to proeeed in this

direetion about half-way (of the maximum possible distanee).
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It was thus possible for hirn to seeure a positive change

in GDP and to hold inflation below ten per eent and unemployment

below three per cent at the expense of the balanee of trade

defieit. This solution was considered the new starting point

for the seeond cyele. This time the deeision-maker plaeed

more weight on the eurbing of inflation by raising the

marginal rate of substitution between GDP and inflation to

0.8. He also raised the rnarginal rate of substitution between

GDP and trade defieit from 0.75 to 0.8, but did not change

the rate of substitution between GDP and unemployment. The

method took into account the deeision-maker's responses and

proposed as the new direetion a set of solutions with values

for inflation, GDP and unemployment somewhat better than

those in the previous solution. The improvements were aehievable

only at the expense of the balance of trade and implied

increases 1n publie expenditure, ineome transfers, indireet

taxes, and a revaluation of the curreney unit. Because of

the resulting increase in the trade defieit the decision-maker

proceeded in this direetion only to the extent of a quarter

of the maximum distanee. At the new solution the decisi6n

maker was willing to inerease the marginal rate of substitution

between GDP and inflation to 1 and between GDP and trade

defieit to 1.25. The new direction promised a reduetion in

both inflation and the trade defieit at the expense of the

other objeetives. However, the decision-maker was not willing

to proceed in this direetion at alI, and considered his previous

solution to be the best among the available alternatives.
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Second Decision-Maker

The second decision-maker started from the same solution

as the first. Y~t his marginal rates of substitution among

the objectives were different. He was wi11ing to put rnore

weight on inf1ation at the expense of unernp10yrnent and

ba1ance of trade deficit. This direction promised a considerable

increase in GDP and a deerease in unemp1oyrnent, at the

expense of an increase in the balance of trade deficit. To

prevent the ba1ance of trade deficit f~om increasing too

much he was prepared to proceed in this direction on1y one

third of the maximum distance. At this solution the decision-

maker put more weight on inf1ation and ba1ance of trade

deficit, but the changes were too smal1 to a1ter the direction

and the search was' terminated.

Third Decision-Maker

Our procedure inc1udes a method for testing the feasibility
I

of the starting solution, and this method was used by the

third decision-maker. He started from a solution with much

emphasis on GDP and unemp10yment and 1ess on the ba1ance of

trade deficit. Then he set the 1argest weight on the ba1ance

of trade deficit and equa1 rates of substitution between

GDP and inflation and between GDP and unemp1oyment. The

responses were used to generate a solution which turned out

to be the one frOln which the others had started. The decision-

rnaker was wil1ing to proceed in this direction to the extent
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of three quarters of the distance, resulting in a clearly

negatj.ve GDP. At this new solution he raised the relative

weight of unemployment, but did not change the other weights.

However, this did not produce any changes in the direction

and the decision-maker terminated the exercise at the previous

solution4 •

Some Reactions of the Decision-Makers

The decision-makers considered the results yielded by the

model and the relationships among the objectives realistic,

with the possible exception that both the unemployment rate

and the rate of inflation were, in their opinion, somewhat

low when fixed values were given for the other objectives.

This can at least in part be explained by the fact that

the model was not used for forecasting but for optimization

purposes, and the feasible region of the decision variables

may not have corresponded exactly to the one considered

relevant in the current economic situation. Furthermore, one,

of the decision-makers insisted on excluding the possibility

of exchange rate changes. As mentioned above the possibility

of setting bounds for instrument variables by the decision-

maker can easily be incorporated. The decision-makers seemed

to be satisfied with the way the method worked, with the

exception that the estimation of the marginal rates of

substitution among the objectives (despite the assistance

provided) was not considered simple enough.
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The decision-makers considered the advantages of the

optimization framework to be the following:

1. The model would provide information about the relation

ships between the objectives and between the objectives

and policy instruments.

2. The decision-makers would better learn their preferences

in terms of the objectives.

3. The optimization framework would indicate which are

feasible and which are infeasible targets for economic

poliey.

Also, the possibility of using this kind of "policy formulation

game" as a pedagogic instrument for different groups of

decision-makers was considered a fruitful application.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have described work in process to implement

an~optimization procedure for formulating macroeconomic policy

decisions in Finland. Three experienced decision-makers who

used the procedure to solve the problem for 1976 seemed ta

be satisfied with the way the method operated, except for

the difficulty of providing certain kinds af information

required by the metllod, and felt that the approach would be

valuable in helping decision-makers to understand their

preferences in terms of multiple objectives.
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One of the decision-makers participating in the study

expressed his wi11ingfiess to continue the implementation

work at the Confederation of Finnish Industries to install

the optimization model as a more permanent decision-making

tool. For that purpose a one-year project has been initiated

in the fall of 1976. The planning horizon in the experiment

was one year but plans have been made to extend it because

the consequences of policy formulation for one year are

visible also in the longer runo Because the decision-makers

experienced some difficulty in using the optimization madel,

we intend to implement the method developed by Zionts and

Wallenius (23) as well. There is reason to believe that this

method is easier to use than the current methad, as it is

based only on yes ar no questions on certain feasible

tradeoffs presented ta the decision-maker.
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Appendix: A Model of the Finnish Eeonomy

In the following list of variables alI exogenous variables

are underlined. Unless otherwise stated, eapital letters

stand for value and small letters for volume. Absolute

variables are denoted by the symbol (~); alI other variables

denote pereentage ehanges from the previous year. Beeause

no eonfusion is expeeted to arise, the subseript t denoting

time has been dropped. Thus, for instanee, Ct is abbreviated

C and Ct - l (the lagged value) C_ l .,

a

e, C

d, D

dl, Dl

De

I'V

E

F

3.' G

H

i, 1

K

m, M

mg' Mg

!!!s' M-s

m-w

n, N

lpbor input in the private seetor

private eonsumption

total demand

total demand less inventory ehanges

devaluation pereentage

balanee of trade defieit

depreeiation

publie expenditure

unit labor eost

private fixed investment

gross profits per total sales

imports

eornmodity imports

imports of serviees

weighted growth of industrial production in
ten OECD eountries (export demand variable)

inventory ehanges



0

P c

Pd

Pd'

Pg

Pi

Em

Emg

Px

Pxg

EI
X

Py

T.
1

T!
-1

""U

W

W

(W+Z) D

X, X

xe' X-e

xg' X
9

x gw' X
gw

~s' X-s

y, y

y'

Z

income transfers

consumption prices

price of total demand

price of total demand less inventory changes

price of public expenditure

investment prices

import prices

prices of commodity imports

export prices

prices of commodity exports

prices of competing exports

price index of gross domestic product

indirect taxes minus subsidies

incidence of indirect taxes minus subsidies

unemployment rate

wage rate

wage bill in the private sector

disposable income of households

exports

bilateral commodity exports

exports of goods

multilateral commodity exports

exports of services

gross domestic product at market prices

gross domestic product less inventories

nonJ.abor incorne

20.
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Desiderata:

1. Change in the vo1ume of gross domestic product (y)

as big as possib1e.

2. Inflation (p ) as sma11 as possible.c

3. Unemployment rate (D) as sma11 as possible.

4. Balance of trade deficit (El as sma11 as possible.

Behaviora1 equations:

Domestic expenditure:

(2) i = 3.169~Y'_3/4 + .355Z + .582Z_1 - .756Pi - .466

(3) N = .321~d~!/2+ .037~Pmg - .369N_1 + .685

Foreign sector:

(4' x 2. 33 8mw - • 520 (p - p') - .828 (p - p')" gw - xg x xg x -1

- .308(p - p'} - 3.172xg x -2

(5) mg = 1.924d' + 3.074N + .594(py - Pmg)-l/J + .334åd' - 3.868

Labor input and unemp1oyment:

(6) a = .638y + .151Y_1 + .102K -2.376

(7) ~D = - .219a + .398
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Wages and prices:

(8) w = .562pc + .900(y-a)_1/2 - .846~U + .4(w_1 - .562Pc _1

(9) Pc = .362H + .164p + .207T! + 2.084mg 1

(10) p. = .363H + .255p + .155p. 1 + 1.086
1 mg 1-

(11) Pxg = . 780px' ~ .189H + .069p + .3(p - .189H - .069p ) 1mg xg mg -

- .297

(12) Pg = . 76GB + .088Pmg + .118pg_1 + 1.679

Definitiona1 equations:

(13 ) C = c + Pc

(14) 1 = i + p.
1

(15 ) G = g + P g

(16) X = x + Pxggw gw

(17) M = m + Pmgg g

(18 ) X = x + P xge e

(19) X = x + P x

(20) Y = Y + P y

(21) dl = .468c + .1521 + .219x + .162g
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(22) Dl = .452C + .1551 + .217X + .175G

(23) d = .452c + .147i + .966n + .211x + .156g

(24) D = .433C + .1491 + .958N + .208X + .168G

(25) y' = 1.260d l - .260m

(26) y = 1.249d - .249m

(27) y = 1.25QD - .250M

(28) x - .824x + .176x
g gw e

(29) X = .824X + .176X
g gw e

(30) x - .819x + .181x
g s

( 31) X = .826X + .174X
g s

(32) m = . 885mg + .115ms

(33) M = .872M + .128Msg

(34) H = w- (y-a l_1/ 2

(35 ) K = Pdl - .325w - .093T! - .210p
~ m

(36) W _. a + w

(37) Z = 3.167D - .. 985W - .288Ti - .637M - .256F

(38) (W+Z) D = .625W + .634Z + 1. 259 0

(39) T. = Dl + T!'
1 1

(40) '" .28m .28p .202X
"',

E = + - + E
( g mg g -1

The fo11owing bounds were set for the instrument variab1es:

publie expenditure [-2, 8], incidence of indirect taxes

[-15.8, 4.2], income transfers [-14, 6), and devaluation

percentage [-2, 8].
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In order to take into account the effect of eventual

exchange rate changes on exogenous foreign trade variables

the following equations were used (variables with the bar

represent forccast values of the exogenous variables

excluding the effect of exchange rate changes):

(41 ) Pm = Pm + De

(42 ) P' = Px' + Dex

(43) P mg = Pmg + De

-(4 4) M = M + Des s

(45 ) X = X + Dee e

(46 ) -
X = Xs + Des
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Footnotes

1 At the end of 1975 the Economic Council, chaired by the

Prime Minister, set these four objectives as the most

important criteria in evaluating macroeconomic policy

decisions in Finland in 1976.

2 For a similar application of the Geoffrion method, see

Geoffrion, Dyer and Feinberg (5).

3 For methods of manipulating the solutions of the model

and for ways of combining outside information with an

existing model, see Vartia (18,19).

4 The Geoffrion method was implemented using a linear

programming algorithm in which case the direction-finding

problem always generates a corner solution. For a set

of marginal rates of substitution which are "close" to

< each other the implied direction may thus remain unaltered.

We intend to have a more general implementation in the

future.


